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Photorefractive beam self-trapping is investigated in InP:Fe and is shown to occur within tens of
microseconds after beam switch on. This fast response time is predicted by an analytical theoretical
interpretation based on a simple photorefraction model which suggests buildups in a time range
consistent with experiments. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2830989�

Self-trapping of optical beams in photorefractive �PR�
materials at telecommunications wavelengths has been stud-
ied at steady state in insulators such as SBN �Ref. 1� and in
semiconductor InP:Fe �Refs. 2–4� and CdTe.5 PR self-
focusing and soliton interactions in semiconductors find in-
teresting applications in optical communications such as op-
tical routing and interconnections. Moreover, semiconductors
exhibit several advantages over insulators: their sensitivity to
near-infrared wavelengths and shorter response time. In this
letter, we make use of InP:Fe semiconductor and we demon-
strate that despite its somewhat low electro-optic coefficient,
InP:Fe allows fast infrared �IR� self-focusing. We study both
experimentally and theoretically its temporal behavior, show-
ing buildup times of tens of microseconds. Self-trapping of
an optical beam is observed in different InP:Fe samples for
different beam intensities, beam waists, and two different
wavelengths �1.06 and 1.55 �m�. To interpret these observa-
tions, we develop a theoretical model that describes photore-
fractivity taking into account the photoexcited holes and the
thermally generated electrons.

In our experimental setup, the IR laser beam is focused
on an InP:Fe sample, the light propagating along the direc-

tion 1̄10. The quasicircular beam waist is carefully moni-
tored and set on the entrance face of the crystal, with a maxi-
mum intensity ranging from 0.2 to 100 W /cm2. An electric
field E0 of 10 kV /cm is applied to the InP:Fe sample in the
001 direction, perpendicular to the laser beam polarized
along 110. The output face of the crystal is directly observed
by a charge coupled device camera allowing us to analyze
the output beam profile versus intensity and applied electric
field. Significant measurements of the output beam profile
are shown in Fig. 1 for a beam waist on the entrance face of
25 �m and a maximum intensity of 8.7 W /cm2. Comparing
the obtained images �Figs. 1�b� and 1�c�� to the natural beam
diffraction �Fig. 1�a��, self-focusing is observed for E0 equal
to 10 kV /cm and defocusing is obtained for the reverse volt-
age at steady state regime. These images show that simulta-
neously with self-focusing or self-defocusing phenomena a
deviation of the laser beam or bending is observed as in
Chauvet et al.2 On the basis of the performed measurements,
we observe, as illustrated in Fig. 2, that for intensities I be-
low 200 mW /cm2, no change in the beam profile appears.

For an intensity of 300 mW /cm2, the laser beam begins to be
slightly self-focused or defocused depending on the sign of
the electric field. Increasing the intensity, the process be-
comes more intense and reaches a maximum for an intensity
equal to 8.7 W /cm2. For intensities larger than 100 W /cm2,
the electric field has no influence on the beam propagation at
steady state. The above observations concern the steady-state
regime. For quantitative systematic transient regime mea-
surements we also have imaged the output face of the crystal
on a position detector to observe simultaneously the influ-
ence of both self-focusing and bending �Fig. 3�. During the
experiment we have always kept the applied field on and
modulated the intensity of the beam with an acousto-optic
modulator; the time origin �t=0� in Fig. 3�c� is the time
when the beam is turned on by the modulator. For 1.55 �m
wavelength, we have used input powers ranging from
1 �W to 1 mW, thus yielding maximal input intensities in
the range from 1 to 100 W /cm2, intensity values chosen so
that the self-focusing occuring at steady state is maximum.
The obtained results have evidenced two time scales: one as
fast as tens of microseconds �for the highest intensities used�
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Steady-state transversal �left� and horizontal �right�
beam profiles �a� without any applied electric field �b� for E0=
+10 kV /cm �c� for E0=−10 kV /cm.
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which can be seen in Fig. 3�c� as the first peak produced by
“b” and “g” curves, the other one on the scale of millisec-
onds �corresponding to the steady state, not yet reached in
Fig. 3�c� after 150 �s�. Our experimental results show that
PR associated phenomena �bending and self focusing� are
taking place in InP:Fe as fast as tens of microseconds for
intensities of the order of 10 W /cm2 at 1.55 �m. Part of
these observations can be explained by previous theoretical
developments2–4 but not the temporal buildup of the self-
focusing phenomenon. We propose in the following to inter-
pret both temporal and steady state photorefractive phenom-
enon using a simple model of photorefraction in a
semiconductor material.

Our model is based on a band transport model6 for two
different types of carriers �both electrons and holes�, consid-
ering one spatial dimension along x. We start with the stan-
dard set of equations,7
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where ND, NA, n, p, nT, and pT represent, respectively, the
densities of donors, acceptors, electrons, holes, filled, and
ionized Fe traps; �, jn, and jp define the charge and electrons
or holes current densities, E is the electric field, and I is the
beam local intensity. These variables are functions of time
and space. �n and �p represent, respectively, the electron and
hole mobilities; kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the tem-
perature, e is the elementary charge of electron and cn and cp

are the recombination constants for electrons and holes, re-
spectively. en and ep describe the excitation coefficients for
electrons and holes and are defined as en=en

th+�n
0I�x� and

en=ep
th+�p

0I�x� with en
th and ep

th as the thermal emission rates,
�n

0 and �p
0 as the photoionization cross sections. In InP:Fe, at

room temperature, we can consider that electrons are excited
thermally and holes optically:7 en�en

th and ep��p
0I�x�. We

describe here an analytical method of deriving the space
charge field E as a function of the laser beam intensity I,
time, and space. Assuming that �i� the diffusion is neglected
in comparison to the drift effect, the evolution equation for E
is deduced from the boundary conditions and system �1�,8

�E

�t
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− e

�
���nn + �pp�E − ��nn0 + �pp0�E0� , �2�

where E0 is the applied field and n0 and p0 are the equilib-
rium charge carrier densities in the dark. To solve the system
yielded by Eqs. �2� and �1d�–�1g�, further hypotheses have to
be considered. �ii� The density of free carriers remain small
with respect to the density of dopant: n, p�nT, pT; �iii� the
electric field varies slowly with space, thus the term �E /�x
�when deriving �1 /e��jn,p /�x� is neglected in Eqs. �1d� and
�1e� in comparison with other terms. This assumption is valid
provided that �E /�x� �en

thNT� / ��nn0�; �iv� the relaxation
times of n and p being very short in the nanosecond range,
the adiabatic approximation writes as �n /�t=�p /�t=0, from
which we deduce, using Eqs. �1� and assumption �iii�, that
�nT /�t=0. From assumption �ii� we see that nT remains equal
to its value nT0 in the dark. Hence, from Eqs. �1d� and �1e�,
we get

n =
ennT0

cnpT0
, p =

eppT0

cpnT0
, �3�

with pT0= �NT−nT0�. Reporting Eq. �3� into Eq. �2�, the latter
is straightforwardly solved to give the expression of the
space charge field as
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where � represents an energy density depending on the crys-
tal parameters,
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and

FIG. 2. �Color online� Output beam waist as a function of the input beam
peak intensity, normalized to the linearly diffracted beam waist: w=25 �m.
The solid line shows nondiffracting beam.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Beam asymmetry measured with a four quadrants
position detector ��a�–�b�� and temporal evolution of the intensity received
by each quadrant when an electric field is applied �c� �beam self-focused and
deflected�.
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Notice that at steady state, the electric field is

E =
Id

Id + I�x�
E0. �7�

It is important to notice that the theoretical expression �4� of
the space charge field has the same form as in insulators9

changing the value of Id and � only as functions of n and p.
At steady state, the experimental evolution of the normalized
output beam versus intensity is reproduced qualitatively by
Eq. �7�: this curve reaches a minimum corresponding to a
maximum self-focusing9 at I�x�=3Id. Our measurements pre-
sented in Fig. 2 allow us to determine the dark irradiance of
our sample Id=3 W /cm2: this value is consistent with an
independent measurement of the dark intensity done by mea-
suring the photocurrent generated by a uniform illumination
yielding Id=2 W /cm2. Figure 4 shows the simulations ob-
tained using Eq. �4�: the temporal behavior of the space
charge field versus time and one spatial dimension parallel to
the electric field applied is calculated at the entrance face of
the crystal for a Gaussian 25 �m laser beam.

For the calculation, the parameters concerning InP:Fe
were taken in the literature.7,10 As illustrated on Fig. 4�a�, for
a waist w=25 �m and an intensity equal to 1 W /cm2, the
space charge field decreases from 10 to 6 kV /cm at 1.55 �m
wavelength. If the applied electric field has the correct direc-
tion, this corresponds to an increasing index and therefore to
a self trapping of the beam. This variation can be expected to
be more important for larger exposure times, paving the way
for obtaining short time self-focusing �several microsec-
onds�. The space charge field presented in Fig. 4�b� decreases
to 0, owing to its total masking, showing saturation for
1 W /cm2 of illumination reached in a very short time. The
space-charge field decreases progressively from the initial
uniform value E0=10 kV /cm to 0 in about 10 �s. It shows a
waveguide, corresponding to self-focusing, which builds up

in a very short time, less than 10 �s. This simple analytical
model reproduces qualitatively the self-focusing behavior
versus intensity observed in our InP:Fe samples �Fig. 2� at
steady state8 and concerning the transient regime. It confirms
qualitatively the possibility for a waveguide to be self-
induced in InP:Fe in tens of microseconds. For reaching a
quantitative agreement, a numerical model taking into ac-
count additional physical mechanisms such as possibly the
non parabolic lens effect that occurs when accounting for the
additional transverse dimension,11the diffusion of charge car-
riers and the electron-hole resonance intensity, the role of
which is the subject of future studies.

To conclude, we report, both experimentally and theo-
retically, on PR self-focusing of an infrared laser beam in a
time faster than tens of microseconds. The presented analyti-
cal model reproduces qualitatively the observed self-
focusing behavior as a function of incident intensity, allow-
ing us to determine the dark intensity of InP:Fe crystals.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Space-charge field buildup for a duration of 1 �s �a� and for a duration of 10 �s �b� as a function of time and space.
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